
Slot Machines
Your task is to model the operation of a set of two independent slot machines in a small Las Vegas
gas station. Define the behavior of a slot machine in an FSP named SLOTMACHINE, and the
composition of the two slot machines as STATION.

Functional Requirements

Each slotmachine shall have two wheels. Each wheel shall have pictures of three cards: an
Ace, a King, and a Queen.
The slotmachine shall accept deposits from the player.

The slotmachine shall allow a player to deposit (deposit) up to four quarters.
The slotmachine shall allow the player to play the game once the player has deposited at
least one coin.

The player shall play the game by pulling the handle (pull) or pressing the button
(press).

The slotmachine shall generate a random outcome for each game.
The slotmachine shall simultaneously start both wheels spinning (spin) after the player
starts the game.
The slotmachine shall randomly, and independently, determine the card which appears
(ace, king, queen) when each wheel stops.

The wheels spin independently until they stop, first one wheel and then the
second wheel.
The result for a wheel is not determined until the wheel stops.

The slotmachine shall pay winnings to the player based on the number of quarters initially
deposited, and the cards showing on the two wheels.

If there are two Aces showing, the slotmachine shall pay two times the number of
quarters deposited.
If there are two Kings showing, the slotmachine shall pay the number of quarters
deposited.
In all other cases, the slotmachine pays nothing.
The slotmachine pays out one quarter (quarter) at a time.

Non-Functional Requirements

Model the slot machines in the gas station using FSP, compile the model in the LTSA, and
manually trace the model to ensure correct operation.  Be sure to follow the instructions for
documenting FSP models for this course.

Hints
For the model

Consider the use of indexed actions and indexed processes as a way of maintaining the
various counts and totals. Note that an action or a process may have several indices if that
proves useful (e.g., PROC[i : IRANGE][j : JRANGE] or action[k][l][m]).
You might want to look at how to use labels as index values for actions and local processes.
You do not need to model the wheels as separate processes. This would be a more accurate

http://www.se.rit.edu/~se441/UnitActivities/Standards/fsp_doc_reqts.htm
http://www.se.rit.edu/~se441/UnitActivities/Examples/index.htm#ActionLabels


model, but it would require shared action synchronization which we will cover in two weeks
which is too late for your model submission.
You might want to read up on the menu command in the LTSA tool, and how you can use
this to display just the input actions in the animator. This also enables the RUN and STEP
animator commands to execute and show internal and output actions.

For the implementation

Even though time is not a factor in this system, you will want to employ time when you
implement the model. Place appropriate random delay intervals in the action routines to
simulate varying times for a person to enter coins, pull the lever, wait for the wheels to stop
spinning, and receive any payout.
A text interface will be sufficient for this program; if your team is ambitious, you can create a
GUI front-end, but this won't be worth much if the machine (or the model) malfunctions.
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